Podcast Rubric
Assessement
Criteria
Script
___x3=___

Images
___x2=___

Sound
___x2=___

Sharing of the
Podcast
___x2=___

Documentation
___x3=___

Total Points

3

2

1

0

Script is well written.
Includes a wide
variety of sentence
structures
throughout.
Content is clearly
illustrated
throughout.
Content is
appropriately
documented
throughout the
podcast.

Script is adequately
written.
Includes some
variety of
sentence
structures.
Content is
illustrated
throughout most
of the script.
Content is
documented most
of the time but
there are some
gaps in the
documentation of
the content.
Images somewhat
enhance the
podcast’s content
and are correctly
placed but somewhat
detract from the
fluidity of the
podcast.
The background
sound and music
somewhat enhance
the content of the
podcast through
volume and
music/sound
selection.
Podcast was not
properly shared the
first time but was
easily viewed in
iTunes once it was
shared properly.
Some aspects of the
podcast were
documented
properly including
the
script content,
images, and audio.

Script is poorly
written.
Does not include a
wide variety of
sentence
structures.
Content is not
illustrated
throughout the
script.
There are some
vital pieces of
information which
are not sourced or
documented.

Script is not properly
prepared and there is
clear evidence that
some pieces of the
content are missing.

Images somewhat
detract from the
content of the
podcast and/or
clearly detract from
the fluidity of the
podcast.

Images are
nonexistent and/or
are clearly distracting
to the content.

The background
sound and music
detract from the
content of the
podcast in either
volume or
music/sound
selection.
Podcast was not
properly shared the
second time but was
easily viewed in
iTunes once it was
shared properly.
There was minimal
documentation of the
podcast’s script
content, images, and
audio content.

The background
sound and music are
either nonexistent or
strongly detract from
the content of the
podcast in any way.

Images clearly
enhance the
podcast’s content
and are correctly
placed and timed to
create fluidity in the
podcast.
The background
sounds and music
clearly enhance the
content of the
podcast through
volume and
music/sound
selection.
Podcast was
properly shared on
time and easily
viewed in iTunes.

All aspects of the
podcast were
documented
properly including
the script content,
images, and audio.
Overall Comments:
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Podcast was not
properly shared at
all.

There was little to no
documentation of the
podcast’s script,
images, or audio
content.

